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Convergent phenotypes often result from similar underlying genetics, but recent work suggests convergence may also occur in

the historical order of substitutions en route to an adaptive outcome. We characterized convergence in the mutational steps

to two independent outcomes of tetrodotoxin (TTX) resistance in separate geographic lineages of the common garter snake

(Thamnophis sirtalis) that coevolved with toxic newts. Resistance is largely conferred by amino acid changes in the skeletal muscle

sodium channel (NaV1.4) that interfere with TTX-binding. We sampled variation in NaV1.4 throughout western North America

and found clear evidence that TTX-resistant changes in both lineages began with the same isoleucine-valine mutation (I1561V)

within the outer pore of NaV1.4. Other point mutations in the pore, shown to confer much greater resistance, accumulate later

in the evolutionary progression and always occur together with the initial I1561V change. A gene tree of NaV1.4 suggests the

I1561V mutations in each lineage are not identical-by-decent, but rather they arose independently. Convergence in the evolution

of channel resistance is likely the result of shared biases in the two lineages of T. sirtalis—only a few mutational routes can confer

TTX resistance while maintaining the conserved function of voltage-gated sodium channels.
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When faced with a similar evolutionary challenge, unrelated lin-

eages often arrive at convergent phenotypic solutions. Accumu-

lating evidence now illustrates that many examples of phenotypic

convergence can be attributed to underlying genetic convergence

(Gompel and Prud’homme 2009; Christin et al. 2010; Storz 2016).

Convergent phenotypes can evolve in unrelated taxa through re-

peated genetic changes to the same gene family, gene, and even

amino acid position (Woods et al. 2006; Castoe et al. 2009; Li et al.

2010; McGlothlin et al. 2014). Highly specific amino acid changes

reoccur in protein evolution associated with traits such as insec-

ticide resistance in insects (Dong 2007), high-altitude adapted

hemoglobin in birds (Natarajan et al. 2015), and color vision pig-

ments in vertebrates (Yokoyama and Radlwimmer 2001; Shi and

Yokoyama 2003). The prevalence of genetic convergence raises

fundamental questions about the repeatability (or “predictabil-

ity”) of molecular evolution (Weinreich et al. 2006; Stern and

Orgogozo 2009). If many conceivable solutions exist to an evolu-

tionary problem, when and why does adaptation proceed through

a repeated or predictable route?

Repeated outcomes of molecular evolution are attributed to

a number of non-exclusive biases in the substitution process of

amino acids, for example, biases toward the few changes that

can produce a highly specific phenotypic outcome (Gompel and

Prud’homme 2009; Christin et al. 2010) or fixation biases as-

sociated with negative pleiotropy (DePristo et al. 2005; Miller

et al. 2006; Weinreich et al. 2006; Tokuriki and Tawfik 2009;
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Storz 2016). However, it is unclear if convergent outcomes arise

through a repeated order of mutational changes. The combina-

torial effects of each successive mutation in a series can give

rise to nonadditive epistatic properties, in which only a subset

of trajectories can achieve a specific outcome (Weinreich et al.

2005, 2006; Bloom et al. 2010; Gong et al. 2013; Natarajan et al.

2016). In extreme examples, certain function-altering mutations

are contingent on a specific genetic background where prerequi-

site (or “permissive”) mutations have already occurred (Ortlund

et al. 2007; Blount et al. 2008; Bridgham et al. 2009; Harms and

Thornton 2013).

We characterized convergence in the historical order of ac-

cumulation of mutations that gave rise to a convergent molecular

outcome: tetrodotoxin (TTX) resistance in the skeletal muscle

sodium channel (NaV1.4) of the common garter snake (T. sir-

talis). In western North American, T. sirtalis has evolved resis-

tance to the neurotoxin TTX found in its prey, the Pacific newt

(Taricha spp.). Arms race coevolution between predator and prey

has driven convergent escalation of phenotypic TTX resistance

in two separate geographic “hotspots,” central California and the

Pacific Northwest (see Fig. 2A; Brodie et al. 2002). Phenotypic

convergence in the two hotspots appears to be the result of con-

vergent genetic changes to the NaV1.4 sodium channel (Geffeney

et al. 2005; Brodie and Brodie 2015; Toledo et al. 2016).

TTX binds to the outer pore of voltage-gated sodium (NaV)

channels (Fozzard and Lipkind 2010; Tikhonov and Zhorov

2012), preventing the propagation of action potentials in muscle

and nerve tissue. NaV channels are composed of four homologous

domains (DI–DIV), each containing a pore-loop (“p-loop”) that

together combine to form the extracellular pore of the channel

where TTX binds (Terlau et al. 1991; Fozzard and Lipkind 2010;

Payandeh et al. 2011; Tikhonov and Zhorov 2012; Toledo et al.

2016). Geffeney et al. (2005) conducted an initial screen of amino

acid variation in the NaV1.4 pore in TTX-resistant populations of

T. sirtalis. Domains I, II, and III were found to be invariant, but

the DIV p-loop sequence contained three unique, derived alle-

les (one in California and two in the Pacific Northwest; Fig. 1).

Functional expression of these three DIV sequences confirmed

that they confer varying levels of TTX resistance to the channel

by disrupting TTX-binding at the pore (Geffeney et al. 2005).

Channel-level TTX resistance conferred by each DIV allele was

also tightly correlated with population differences in muscle and

whole-animal levels of resistance (Geffeney et al. 2002, 2005).

To infer the historical order of mutations in the DIV p-loop at

each geographic hotspot, we first evaluated variation in NaV1.4 se-

quence across populations of T. sirtalis throughout western North

America. Although the three DIV alleles observed by Geffeney

et al. (2005) imply genetic convergence in the two hotspots, these

sequences came from an extremely limited sample of only three

wild individuals. In this study, we initially assessed population

variation in the full NaV1.4 coding sequence, then conducted an

expanded geographic survey of variation within the DIV p-loop—

the only pore region of the channel found to vary among popula-

tions. We sought to enumerate all contemporary p-loop variants,

including other intermediate or unique combinations of the five

identified point mutations (Fig. 1) or other previously unidentified

mutations.

Our survey found unique TTX-resistant alleles localized

within each geographic hotspot, confirming convergence within

the DIV p-loop of the NaV1.4 channel pore. In both instances,

however, TTX-resistant changes to protein structure clearly be-

gan with the same Ile-Val change in the DIV p-loop (I1561V; Fig.

1). Next, we generated a gene tree to evaluate if the genealogical

history of NaV1.4 was concordant or discordant with geographic

patterns of divergence between the California and Pacific North-

west hotspots. Specifically, we used ancestral sequence recon-

struction to test the hypothesis that the I1561V change, which

confers a low-to-moderate increase in TTX resistance, evolved

independently in each hotspot as an intermediate mutational step

towards greater resistance. Sequence reconstruction, combined

with contemporary patterns of DIV variation, permitted a com-

prehensive test of convergence in the historical order of changes

in the DIV p-loop at each hotspot.

Methods
SAMPLING SCHEME AND ESTIMATES OF

PHENOTYPIC TTX RESISTANCE

To assess patterns of NaV1.4 variation in populations of T. sirtalis

throughout western North America and relate genetic variation to

phenotypic variation, we used tissue samples from previous work

on phenotypic variation in TTX resistance (Brodie et al. 2002;

Ridenhour 2004; Feldman et al. 2010). These data were supple-

mented with additional collections to increase sample size and the

geographic scope of our analysis. Our final dataset included 368

individuals sampled from 27 different locations in western North

America (Table 1; Fig. 2). We included three sites where Taricha

do not co-occur with T. sirtalis (Feather Lake, Lofton Lake, and

Bear Lake) to assess NaV1.4 variation in the absence of selection

from toxic newts.

The following analyses relied predominately on previous

population estimates of phenotypic TTX resistance in T. sir-

talis (Brodie et al. 2002; Ridenhour 2004; Feldman et al. 2010).

We scored three additional populations (Carmel Valley, n = 26;

Feather Lake, n = 24; Howard Lake, n = 4) for resistance with

the same well-established bioassay of whole animal performance

used in previous studies (see Fig. S1 and Table S1; Brodie and

Brodie 1990; Brodie et al. 2002; Ridenhour et al. 2004). Briefly,

each individual was assayed on a 4-m racetrack to characterize

its “baseline” crawl speed, then injected intraperitoneally with a
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Figure 1. Schematic of the NaV1.4 skeletal muscle sodium channel in T. sirtalis. Each domain (DI–IV) is shown above with the extracellular

pore loops (p-loops) in solid black lines. Specific amino acid changes in the DIV p-loop are show in their relative positions in the pore.

Below, the ancestral DIV p-loop sequence is listed (collected from Bear Lake, ID), as well as derived changes identified in three other

individuals from TTX-resistant populations. The TTX resistance of each allele (Kd ± 95% CI) was previously evaluated in cloned NaV1.4

channels, measured as the concentration of TTX (nM) that blocks 50% of cloned channels (Geffeney et al. 2005).

known dose of TTX and assayed for “"post-injection"” speed.

Resistance was estimated as relative performance after injection.

Population estimates of TTX resistance are reported on a scale

of mass-adjusted mouse units (MAMUs) to adjust for population

differences in body size (Brodie et al. 2002). The 50% MAMU

dose represents the dose of TTX that reduces the performance of

the average snake in a population to 50% of baseline speed. The

original data were collected in a manner that precludes estimation

of individual-level physiological resistance, so we were able to

evaluate population patterns of TTX resistance only (see Brodie

et al. 2002).

PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF WHOLE-LOCUS

VARIATION IN NAV1.4

The NaV1.4 protein is encoded by SCN4A, a 5625 bp gene that

consists of 26 exons. Although amino acid variation in the DIV

p-loop strongly contributes to phenotypic variation in TTX resis-

tance in western T. sirtalis (Geffeney et al. 2005; Feldman et al.

2010), previous studies have not focused on intraspecific variation

in other regions of NaV1.4. Amino acid changes to the p-loops

of the other three domains (DI–III) have been associated with

TTX resistance in other taxa (Brodie and Brodie 2015), includ-

ing additional species of Thamnophis and other snakes (Feldman

et al. 2009, 2012), and TTX-bearing species of newts (Hanifin

and Gilly 2015) and pufferfish (Jost et al. 2008). Therefore, we

chose an initial sample of 20 individuals and sequenced the full

protein-coding sequence of SCN4A. We sampled two geographi-

cally distinct sites, the Bay Area in California (n = 10) and Ben-

ton, OR (n = 10), each located within the hotspots with elevated

phenotypic TTX resistance (Brodie et al. 2002).

We extracted genomic DNA using the DNeasy Blood & Tis-

sue kit (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA.). We used custom primers to

amplify all 26 exons of SCN4A (Fig. S2) and sequenced fragments

in both directions on an Applied Biosystems 3730xl DNA Genetic

Analyzer at the DNA Analysis Facility at Yale University. We

used Geneious 4.8.5 (Biomatters Ltd., Auckland, New Zealand)

to align, edit, and translate protein-coding regions, and then we

examined functional variation in the four p-loops (DI–DIV). All

sequences were deposited in GenBank (KY744954–KY745723).

We also used a number of metrics to assess genetic varia-

tion across the full SCN4A coding sequence. We estimated levels

of nucleotide diversity at synonymous and nonsynonymous sites

using Nei’s θ (π; Watterson 1975; Tajima 1983) and Watterson’s

θ (Watterson 1975) in DnaSP 5.10.1 (Librado and Rozas 2009).

We used the same program to test for departures from neutral

expectations using Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989). We then used pair-

wise FST estimates to characterize among-population variation

between the California and Oregon sites. We calculated estimates

of FST using the “diveRsity” package in R (Keenan et al. 2013;

R Core Team 2016) and estimated 95% confidence intervals with

1000 bootstrap iterations.

EXPANDED SURVEY OF VARIATION IN THE DIV

P-LOOP

The initial survey of 20 individuals indicated that the majority of

NaV1.4 coding sequence, including the p-loops in Domains I-III,

is invariant among populations (see Results section). Therefore,

we focused our expanded population survey on the variable DIV

p-loop region in our full dataset of 368 individuals from 27 dif-

ferent locations. The DIV p-loop is located approximately in the

center of exon 26 of SCN4A (McGlothlin et al. 2014). For each

individual, we sequenced a 666 bp fragment of exon 26 that in-

cluded the DIV p-loop region. We identified heterozygous sites

by visual inspection in Geneious and confirmed heterozygosity
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Table 1. Population estimates of phenotypic TTX resistance and DIV p-loop allele variation.

Population County

50%
MAMU
Dose

No. of
Individuals NA HO HE FIS

HWE
Exact Test

Bear Lake Bear Lake, ID 3.6 14 1 – – – –
Benton Benton., OR 34.1 43 3 0.233 0.498 0.536 0.0002∗

Carmel Valley✝ Monterey, CA 451.0 27 2 0.148 0.492 0.703 0.0003∗

Clallam Clallam, WA 4.5 12 1 – – – –
Cresecent Del Norte, CA 4.2 12 1 – – – –
Dupont Pierce, WA 27.9 19 2 0.158 0.508 0.695 0.0040∗

East Bay Contra Costa, CA 945.1 4 1 – – – –
Feather Lake✝ Lassen, CA 3.1 9 1 – – – –
Gilroy Santa Cruz, CA 18.4 33 3 0.303 0.514 0.415 0.0015∗

Hoquiam Grays Harbor, WA 7.0 4 2 0.000 0.429 1.000 0.1436
Howard Lake✝ Mendocino, CA 22.7 6 1 – – – –
Ledson Marsh Sonoma, CA 10.4 11 2 0.455 0.506 0.107 1.0000
Lofton Lake Lake, OR 2.2 13 1 – – – –
Lost Lake Hood River, OR 4.6 7 1 – – – –
Mill City Marion, OR 15.9 6 3 0.167 0.712 0.783 0.0132
Omo El Dorado, CA 560.0 5 1 – – – –
Orick Humboldt, CA 4.6 8 1 – – – –
Parsnip Jackson, OR 4.7 10 1 – – – –
Potter’s Slough Pacific, WA 19.6 15 3 0.267 0.674 0.613 0.0087
Priest Lake Texada Island, BC 4.3 10 1 – – – –
San Simeon San Luis Obispo, CA 5.6 7 2 0.000 0.264 1.000 0.0739
Skagit Skagit, WA 4.4 17 1 – – – –
Stayton Marion, OR 22.2 11 3 0.091 0.602 0.855 0.0006∗

Ten Mile Lane, OR 52.2 7 2 0.000 0.440 1.000 0.0204
Warrenton Clatsop, OR 15.2 22 3 0.045 0.210 0.788 0.0014∗

Willits Mendocino, CA 6.7 16 2 0.063 0.175 0.651 0.0970
Willow Creek Sonoma, CA 729.7 20 2 0.000 0.185 1.000 0.0019∗

Population estimates of phenotypic TTX resistance and the number of individuals sampled for each locality are shown. Locations assayed for phenotypic

resistance for the first time in this study are marked with a “ ✝”. Population genetic estimates of DIV allele variation for each location include the number of

unique alleles (NA), observed heterozygosity (HO), expected heterozygosity (HE), the inbreeding coefficient (FIS), and the HWE exact test P-value. Significant

values after a Bonferroni correction are indicated with an asterisks (∗).

in both directions with sequencing. We inferred gametic phase

computationally with the program PHASE (Stephens et al. 2001)

and recovered gametic phase above a 90% confidence threshold

for all but two individuals.

To assess functional variation in the DIV p-loop in relation

to TTX resistance, we translated the exon 26 coding sequence and

scored unique alleles based on amino acid sequence of the DIV

p-loop where TTX binds (e.g., those shown in Fig. 1). For each

sampling location, we calculated the number of unique alleles

(NA), observed heterozygosity (HO), and expected heterozygosity

(HE) in Arlequin 3.5 (Excoffier and Lischer 2010). We estimated

inbreeding coefficients (FIS) and tested for deviations from Hardy-

Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) using exact tests in GenePop v4

(Raymond and Rousset 1995; Rousset 2008). We estimated P-

values with the Markov chain method, running 100 batches and

2000 iterations per batch, then adjusted P-values with a sequential

Bonferroni correction (Holm 1979). As a preliminary estimate of

the evolutionary relationship among DIV alleles, we used the 666

bp of coding sequence to generate a TCS parsimony haplotype

network (Templeton et al. 1992; Clement et al. 2000) implemented

in the program PopART (Leigh and Bryant 2015).

If amino acid variation in the DIV p-loop explains phenotypic

variation in TTX resistance, then we expect populations with a

high frequency of TTX-resistant DIV alleles to also have high

estimates of phenotypic TTX resistance. We used a nonparametric

Spearman’s rank correlation test (rS) to test for a relationship

between population patterns of DIV variation and phenotypic

TTX resistance. Specifically, we tested for a correlation between

a population’s cumulative frequency of all TTX-resistant DIV

alleles and its estimate of phenotypic TTX resistance. We used
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Figure 2. (A) Average phenotypic TTX resistance (50% MAMU) in populations of T. sirtalis in western North America. Estimates are

interpolated across the geographic range wherein T. sirtalis occur in sympatry with Taricha newts (recreated from Brodie et al. 2002). (B)

Pie charts indicate observed population frequencies of the four unique DIV alleles identified in this study. Chart size is proportional to

the sample size at each location. All localities used in the phylogenetic analysis are marked with an asterisk (∗).

ArcMap 10.3 (ESRI Inc., Redlands, CA) to visualize population

patterns of allele variation and phenotypic TTX resistance.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DIV P-LOOP

We generated a SCN4A gene tree to characterize the evolutionary

history of the NaV1.4 channel in western T. sirtalis. We selected a

subset of 40 individuals from our collection that represent (1)

a broad geographic sample of western North America and (2)

a representative sample of all unique DIV alleles identified in

the preceding analysis. We did our best to include a thorough

distribution of localities and DIV alleles throughout the range

of western T. sirtalis to avoid biasing a particular geographic

region or DIV sequence in our analysis. We then included four

individuals from central and eastern North America and used two

sister taxa, the western ribbon snake (Thamnophis proximus) and

eastern ribbon snake (Thamnophis sauritus), as outgroups.

We used SCN4A sequence data in our phylogenetic analysis

of NaV1.4 (rather than unlinked neutral markers) to limit potential

issues with hemiplasy—the incorrect inference of genetic conver-

gence due to incomplete lineage sorting and gene tree-species

tree discordance (see Storz 2016). We used 666 bp from the pre-

vious analysis, combined with another primer pair, to sequence
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the majority of exon 26 (1144 bp), the final exon at the 3′ end

of SCN4A protein-coding sequence that includes the DIV p-loop

(McGlothlin et al. 2014). Because most of the SCN4A coding

sequence lacked sufficient variation for a phylogenetic analy-

sis, we used walking primers to sequence a 3606 bp fragment

of non-coding sequence to the immediate 3′ flank of exon 26

(Fig. S2). We focused our analysis on this 3′ non-coding region

because it is tightly linked to the DIV p-loop in exon 26. Assuming

recombination has not occurred, sequence variation in the 3′ flank

should reflect the genealogical history of the DIV p-loop. Phylo-

genetic analyses assume no recombination, and recombinants can

confound inference when they contain merged haplotypes from

different evolutionary histories. Given the tight proximity of the

DIV p-loop and the 3′ flanking fragment, we did not anticipate

recombination problems in our dataset. As a precaution, we im-

plemented a suite of recombination tests in the program PhiPack

(Jakobsen and Easteal 1996; Smith and Smith 2002; Bruen et al.

2006).

In our sample of western T. sirtalis, we avoided heterozygous

individuals to limit problems with null alleles and the resolution

of gametic phases among primer pairs along the 3′ flank. The

group of 40 western T. sirtalis contained only four heterozygous

individuals, and of all polymorphic sites in the alignment, a pro-

portion of 0.225 was heterozygous. For the following analyses,

the heterozygous sites of these four individuals were coded as am-

biguities. None of the individuals in the final alignment contained

heterozygous sites in the DIV p-loop. We collapsed redundant

sequences in the alignment if they were found within the same

locality, but retained redundancies if they were found in multiple

sampling locations. The final concatenated alignment of exon 26

(1144 bp) and its 3′ flank (3606 bp) contained a total of 4750 bp.

The exon 26 fragment had 22 polymorphic sites (proportion infor-

mative = 0.68), and the 3′ flanking fragment had 123 polymorphic

sites (proportion informative = 0.66).

To account for potential differences in patterns of evolution

among loci, we conducted a partitioned phylogenetic analysis and

estimated separate substitution models for the exon 26 coding

and 3′ non-coding fragments (e.g., Castoe and Parkinson 2006;

McGuire et al. 2007; Brown et al. 2009). We used JModelTest

2.1.7 (Guindon and Gascuel 2003; Darriba et al. 2012) to select

the best-fit DNA substitution models for exon 26 (HKY85) and

the 3′ fragment (HKY85 + I). We conducted the partitioned phy-

logenetic analysis using Bayesian inference (BI) in the program

MrBayes 3.2 (Ronquist et al. 2012). The program implemented

the separate substitution models for each partition and also al-

lowed for among-partition variation in evolutionary rates, which

has been shown to improve branch length estimation (Marshall

et al. 2006). Four simultaneous runs with six heated chains for

10,000,000 generations were performed, saving every 1000th gen-

eration. We set the burn-in to 25,000 samples and then used the

remaining samples to generate the final majority consensus tree

and posterior probabilities. We confirmed stationarity in the pro-

gram Tracer 1.6 by comparing fluctuating values of the likelihood

from the four independent searches (Rambaut et al. 2014). We also

estimated the phylogeny with a partitioned maximum likelihood

(ML) analysis in RAxML 8.2.4 (Stamatakis 2014). The current

version of RAxML does not allow the application of different

substitution models in partitioned analyses, so we implemented

the HKY + I model for both exon 26 and the 3′ non-coding

fragments. RAxML also only allows for optimization of a single

evolutionary rate across all partitions. We estimated branch sup-

port with 1000 nonparametric bootstrap replicates. The BI and

ML analyses produced identical topologies, which we visualized

in the program TreeGraph2 (Stöver and Müller 2010).

We took two precautions to assess the robustness of our par-

titioning strategy. First, we compared these partitioned results to

analogous analyses with unpartitioned data. Accounting for cod-

ing and non-coding regions in the partitioned analyses appeared

to have little effect, as the partitioned and unpartitioned data pro-

duced the same tree topology. Second, to assess whether the puta-

tive convergent site in the DIV p-loop of exon 26 (I1561V) might

bias results, we removed exon 26 from the alignment and reran

then entire analysis with only 3606 bp of 3′ non-coding sequence

(Fig. S4).

To further assess patterns of population structure at the

SCN4A locus, we analyzed the full dataset in the population ge-

netic program BAPS 6.0 (Corander et al. 2008), which allows

for admixture within and among lineages. We used the sequence

data from all 40 western T. sirtalis to infer the optimal number

of genetic groupings (k) without prior information of sampling

locations. First, we ran the analysis assuming a mixture model to

determine the most probable k. We set k to a maximum of 23, the

total number of different western sampling sites in the dataset.

The resulting mixture clusters were used for the admixture anal-

ysis. We used recommended admixture settings, including 200

reference individuals, and we repeated the analysis 100 times per

individual. The entire analysis was repeated five times to check

for convergence among different runs.

Lastly, we sought to reconstruct the historical order of sub-

stitutions to the DIV p-loop of NaV1.4 in the California and Pa-

cific Northwest hotspots. We used the SCN4A gene tree topology

and branch lengths to reconstruct the DIV p-loop amino acid se-

quences of ancestral nodes using an ML approach implemented in

the program PAML 4.9 (Yang 2007). We used the same program

to calculate marginal posterior probabilities, which represent the

likelihood that a correct amino acid was reconstructed at a given

site under the model’s assumptions. We inferred ancestral DIV p-

loop sequences using three different forms of ML models (amino

acid-, codon-, and nucleotide-based), and then assessed congru-

ence across the reconstructions (see Chang et al. 2002).
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Contemporary patterns of DIV variation suggested the

same I1561V change evolved independently in the two separate

hotspots as an initial mutational step towards more TTX-resistant

changes (see Results section, Fig. 2). We used a likelihood-based

Shimodaira–Hasegawa test (Shimodaira and Hasegawa 1999) to

test the a priori null hypothesis that the I1561V change instead

arose only once. To do so, we generated a second ML tree where all

taxa with the I1561V change (from both California and the Pacific

Northwest) were constrained to monophyly. We used the SH-test

to compare fit of the constraint tree to that of our original uncon-

strained ML tree. We assessed significance with 10,000 bootstrap

replicates in the package “phangorn” in R (Schliep 2011).

Results
CONTEMPORARY VARIATION IN NAV1.4

Population variation in the full NaV1.4 protein-coding sequence

of T. sirtalis was limited almost entirely to the DIV p-loop re-

gion. Overall nucleotide variation in the full 5625 bp of SCN4A

sequence was low for both synonymous (Bay Area, π < 0.0001;

Benton π = 0.0014) and nonsynonymous sites (Bay Area, π =
0.0003; Benton π = 0.0002; Table S2). Tajima’s D values for

the full sequence were negative for both the Bay Area and Ben-

ton samples, although not significant. Sliding window analyses

of Tajima’s D with varying widow sizes revealed a similar pattern

(data not shown). We found only six polymorphic amino acid

positions in the full translated sequence, all of which varied both

within- and among-populations (Fig. S3). Five of the six sites

were the specific point mutations previously associated with TTX

resistance in the DIV p-loop (i.e., those in Fig. 1). The sixth site

was located at amino acid position 549 in the intracellular portion

of the protein, outside of the pore region (nonsynonymous posi-

tion 1654 bp in Fig. S3). We found no evidence of variation in the

p-loops of domains I–III.

Our expanded geographic sample of the DIV p-loop sequence

uncovered both within- and among-population variation in the

three derived alleles characterized previously by Geffeney et al.

(2005) (Fig. 2). The five known point mutations to the DIV p-loop

occurred only in these three specific combinations. We did not find

other intermediate or unique alleles, nor other novel mutations

to the p-loop. Population variation in the three derived alleles

was also consistent with geographic patterns of phenotypic TTX

resistance. Observed frequencies of TTX-resistant alleles were

tightly correlated with population estimates of phenotypic TTX

resistance (Fig. 3, Spearman’s rank correlation, rS = 0.848, P <

0.001), and the occurrence of TTX-resistant alleles was localized

within the two hotspots. Allele frequencies were consistently out

of HWE, as expected for a locus under strong selection (Table 1).

We generated a parsimony haplotype network for 286 indi-

viduals from which we were able to sequence the full 666 bp

fragment of coding sequencing in exon 26 (Fig. 4 inset). The

parsimony network was largely uninformative because almost all

the polymorphic sites in the alignment were the nonsynonymous

changes in the p-loop that confer TTX resistance. Consequently,

taxa grouped according to their specific DIV p-loop amino acid

sequence. Despite low divergence in the protein-coding sequence,

haplotypes in the network did fall into two apparent geographic

groups, a California/Northwest Coast and an Intermountain

group. This broad pattern of divergence was also reflected in

the phylogenetic analysis (see next).

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DIV P-LOOP

Tests for signatures of recombination (PHI, NSS, and Max χ2)

were nonsignificant for our sample of western T. sirtalis, so we

proceeded with the phylogenetic analysis. The partitioned BI

and ML SCN4A gene trees of the full 4750 bp dataset broadly

supported three geographic clades within western T. sirtalis: (1)

central California, (2) the Northwest Coast, and (3) an Inter-

mountain clade that spanned the Cascade and Klamath moun-

tain ranges (Fig. 4). Each of the three groups had a posterior

probability >0.95 and bootstrap support >70 in the BI and ML

analyses, respectively. The analysis of the reduced dataset (ex-

cluding the 1144 bp exon 26 fragment) produced the same three

well-supported clades, but lacked the same resolution among DIV

alleles within each geographic group (Fig. S4).

The population genetic BAPS analysis identified four genetic

clusters (k = 4, Fig. 4) as the most likely number of groupings,

which were consistent with geographic patterns in the phylogeny.

All individuals had posterior admixture coefficients >0.85, and no

individuals showed evidence for admixture exceeding the thresh-

old of P = 0.05. BAPS results were consistent across all five

replicate runs. Individuals from the Northwest Coast and Inter-

mountain clades formed two separate genetic groups, as in the

phylogeny. The analysis did detect additional structure among

DIV alleles in California, where all individuals with the ances-

tral sequence or I1561V change formed one group and individ-

uals with the additional changes I1555L, D1568N, and G1569V

formed a second group.

The gene tree topology supported two independent origins

of the I1561V change in the California and Northwest Coast

clades. The two parallel changes were intermediate steps to

more TTX-resistant, but unique, DIV alleles in each of the two

lineages. The ancestral sequence reconstruction in PAML also

supported this evolutionary history (Fig. 4). Results from the

amino acid-, codon-, and nucleotide-based models were all con-

gruent, and all ancestral nodes were supported with posterior

probabilities >0.99. Finally, the topology of our best ML tree

was a significantly better fit than the constraint tree where all

I1561V taxa were forced into monophyly (SH test, P = 0.0187).
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Discussion
Contemporary patterns of variation in western T. sirtalis suggest

the evolution of TTX-resistant mutations in NaV1.4 proceeded

independently in two separate lineages, yet began with the same

first mutational step. An I1561V change in the DIV p-loop likely

arose independently in each of the two geographic hotspots of

elevated phenotypic TTX resistance. This initial mutation was

followed by a small number of unique, lineage-specific changes

to the DIV p-loop in each hotspot. Below, we discuss evidence

for historical convergence and then potential drivers of repeated

change to the DIV p-loop.

HISTORICAL CONVERGENCE IN THE DIV P-LOOP

Patterns of population variation in the NaV1.4 channel demon-

strate that TTX-resistant mutations in the DIV p-loop evolved

independently in two separate geographic regions. The I1561V

allele was found in both hotspots; however, the I1555L-D1568N-

G1569V allele was unique to California and the G1566A al-

lele unique to the Pacific Northwest. Population frequencies of

these three TTX-resistant DIV alleles were tightly correlated with

population mean estimates of phenotypic TTX resistance through-

out western North America (Figs. 2 and 3). Outside the two

hotspots, we only found the ancestral NaV1.4 sequence. For exam-

ple, non-resistant populations located between the two hotspots

(Crescent and Parsnip) and in allopatry with Taricha newts

(Lofton Lake and Bear Lake) were fixed for the ancestral DIV

amino acid sequence.

Contemporary patterns of allelic variation provide strong ev-

idence that TTX-resistant mutations in the DIV p-loop began with

the same I1561V change in each hotspot. The I1561V change is

the only point mutation to occur in all derived alleles in both

hotspots. Prior to this study, the I1561V allele (which confers

a slight increase in TTX resistance) was not known to occur

in California; however, we detected the allele in both hotspots.

In our sample, the other point mutations in the two highly re-

sistant alleles (I1555L-D1568N-G1569V in California; G1566A

in the Pacific Northwest) never occurred in lineages without

the initial I1561V change. Our wide-ranging survey of 368 in-

dividuals from 27 localities did not uncover other intermedi-

ate or unique mutational combinations that lacked the I1561V

change.
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The SCN4A gene tree also indicated the I1561V change

was the first mutation to arise in each hotspot (Fig. 4). In the

phylogeny, taxa sampled from the California and Pacific North-

west hotspots generally grouped within the California and North-

west Coast clades, respectively. Within each of these clades, the

I1561V change was the initial mutational step towards TTX re-

sistance, preceding the other point mutations in alleles that confer

higher resistance. In addition, the phylogenetic analysis suggested

the I1561V changes found in each hotspot are not identical-by-

descent, but rather arose independently. Two separate I1561V

changes were also supported by the ancestral sequence reconstruc-

tion, an analysis that is considered robust despite phylogenetic

uncertainty (Hanson-Smith et al. 2010) and when divergence is

low (Zhang and Nei 1997; Blanchette et al. 2004). The constraint

tree (with forced monophyly of all I1561V taxa) was significantly

less likely than our best ML topology that depicted two I1561V

changes.

The three geographic groups identified from the gene tree

and BAPS analysis (California, Northwest Coast, and Intermoun-

tain) were qualitatively similar to those in an mtDNA phylogeny
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of western T. sirtalis by Janzen et al. (2002), highlighting the

need to interpret NaV1.4 evolution in the context of historical bio-

geography. The mtDNA tree supported a pattern of post-glacial

population expansion in the last �10,000 years from two separate

glacial refugia: (1) a northward population expansion out of south-

ern California and (2) a southward expansion from southwest-

ern Canada. Populations in the two hotspots, where the I1561V

changes putatively arose in parallel, appeared genetically dis-

parate in the mtDNA phylogeny. As in the SCN4A tree, Janzen

et al. (2002) found divergence between populations in California

and the Pacific Northwest. The intersecting mountain ranges at

the California-Oregon border, located between the two hotspots,

are a site of historical vicariance for not only T. sirtalis, but

also many other co-distributed taxa (Mahoney 2004; Mead et al.

2005; Swenson et al. 2005), including the newt Taricha granulosa

(Kuchta and Tan 2005). This pattern of north-south divergence

might help explain how genetic convergence arose if populations

in California and the Northwest were historically isolated. His-

torical vicariance may also explain why a number of localities

in our SCN4A gene tree contained individuals that grouped into

multiple geographic clades (e.g., Howard Lake grouped in both

the California and Northwest Coast clades). A number of these

localities lie in regions that appear to have been influenced by vi-

cariance (e.g., Howard Lake located in the Northern Coast Range

of California) and may now represent contact zones between the

three geographic clades (Janzen et al. 2002).

Although our phylogenetic analysis provides evidence for

parallel, independent I1561V changes in the two hotspots, we

cannot rule out alternative scenarios. We consider recombination

an unlikely explanation because the 3′ non-coding sequence used

in the gene tree is closely linked to the DIV p-loop, and tests

for recombination were nonsignificant. However, a more compre-

hensive test for recombination would involve evaluating sequence

variation on both sides of the DIV p-loop, not just the 3′ flanking

region. A more plausible alternative may be the retention of an

undetected ancestral polymorphism (e.g., Colosimo et al. 2005;

Barrett and Schluter 2008). A polymorphism at position 1561

could have existed at low frequency in the ancestor of western

T. sirtalis, with the I1561V change subsequently increasing due

to contemporary selection in each of the two hotspots. In addi-

tion, our phylogenetic analysis of the reduced dataset (excluding

exon 26 and the putatively convergent I1561V site) was ambigu-

ous to whether the I1561V change arose twice or existed as an

ancestral polymorphism (Fig. S4). Retention of polymorphisms

and incomplete lineage sorting could also help explain why cer-

tain localities in the SCN4A gene tree contained individuals that

grouped in multiple geographic clades (e.g., Howard Lake).

Unfortunately, nucleotide variation in the DIV p-loop does

not help to distinguish between convergence and ancestral poly-

morphism at the amino acid level. In the standard genetic code,

the adenine-guanine mutation found in both hotspots is the only

single point mutation in a codon triplet capable of generating

an isoleucine-valine amino acid change. The scope of this study

does not permit genome-spanning estimates of linkage disequi-

librium to elucidate signatures of selection (Innan and Kim 2004;

Prezeworski et al. 2005); however, an ancestral I1561V polymor-

phism may be less probable given contemporary patterns of DIV

variation. We surveyed a total of 111 individuals from 10 popula-

tions with low phenotypic resistance surrounding the hotspots—

including five sites located between the two hotspots—and did

not find evidence of the I1561V allele (Fig. 2). Moreover, the

I1561V change has never been found in eastern populations of

T. sirtalis (Feldman et al. 2009; Avila 2015), which are ancestral

to the California and Northwest Coast clades in our SCN4A phy-

logeny, or in other TTX-resistant Thamnophis species (Feldman

et al. 2009, 2012; McGlothlin et al. 2016).

POTENTIAL DRIVERS OF HISTORICAL CONVERGENCE

Convergent evolution at the protein level generally occurs for

two non-exclusive reasons (reviewed in Storz 2016). In some

cases, only a limited number of mutations can produce a specific

phenotypic outcome. For example, the target of selection may be

highly specific and changes to only a few specialized loci can

produce a requisite outcome (Gompel and Prud’homme 2009;

Stern and Orgogozo 2009; Christin et al. 2010; Storz 2016). TTX

resistance has repeatedly evolved in a number of unrelated taxa

through specific genetic changes to the NaV1.4 pore that disrupt

TTX-binding (Jost et al. 2008; Feldman et al. 2009, 2012; Brodie

and Brodie 2015; Hanifin and Gilly 2015; Toledo et al. 2016).

Genetic convergence in the DIV p-loop of T. sirtalis (and other

taxa) must be due in part to the specificity of toxin binding—

only a subset of residues in the four p-loops actually interact with

TTX (Fozzard and Lipkind 2010; Tikhonov and Zhorov 2012).

However, it seems unlikely that binding specificity alone can

explain convergence in the historical order of changes to the DIV

p-loop.

Convergence can also arise due to different forms of sub-

stitution biases that influence which amino acid changes contri-

bution to phenotypic variation. Mutational biases, like transition:

transversion rates, may affect the direction of molecular evolu-

tion (Yampolsky and Stoltzfus 2001; Stoltzfus and Yampolsky

2009; Storz 2016); however, recent work has focused on fixa-

tion biases and negative pleiotropy. Certain beneficial mutations

may be unlikely to persist due to pleiotropic effects that disrupt

some other aspect of protein structure or function. Pleiotropy can

bias the identity and position of mutations, but also the number

of feasible mutational routes to an adaptive phenotype (DePristo

et al. 2005; Miller et al. 2006; Weinreich et al. 2006; Tokuriki and

Tawfik 2009; Feldman et al. 2012; Storz 2016). Epistatic effects

arise through the combinatorial interactions of each successive
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mutation and its predecessors, so the consequences of each muta-

tional step depend on its current genetic background (Weinreich

et al. 2005, 2006; Poelwijk et al. 2007; Bank et al. 2016; Natarajan

et al. 2016; Storz 2016). Thus, the overall effect of a series of mu-

tations may depend on the sequential order in which they occur.

For example, certain function-altering changes are contingent on

a genetic background where other requisite or permissive muta-

tions have already occurred (Ortlund et al. 2007; Blount et al.

2008; Bridgham et al. 2009; Harms and Thornton 2013; Storz

2016).

Changes to the NaV1.4 pore probably reflect a delicate bal-

ance between TTX-resistant properties and the maintenance of

NaV channel function (Feldman et al. 2012; Toledo et al. 2016).

NaV channels play the highly conserved role of signaling in mus-

cle and nerve tissue (Goldin 2002). We found a lack of polymor-

phism and negative Tajima’s D values in the full SNC4A coding

sequence (Table S2 and Fig. S3), which are consistent with a his-

tory of purifying selection on the NaV1.4 channel. In particular,

the p-loops of NaV channels are highly conserved among ver-

tebrates (Tikhonov and Zhorov 2005; Brodie and Brodie 2015).

The p-loops form the selectivity filter at the channel pore, which

is critically responsible for the selective influx of Na+ ions that

propagate action potentials. Many of these amino acid residues

in the filter also interact with TTX (Fozzard and Lipkind 2010),

and TTX-resistant changes to the p-loops can compromise sig-

naling properties of the channel by disrupting Na+ conductance

(Terlau et al. 1991; Feldman et al. 2012) and increasing calcium

ion permeability (Heinemann et al. 1992). Consequently, only a

limited number of mutations can confer TTX resistance without

disrupting NaV ion channel function (Feldman et al. 2012; Toledo

et al. 2016).

In western T. sirtalis, the I1561V change was clearly the first

mutational step towards TTX resistance in both hotspots (regard-

less of whether the changes are identical-by-state or identical-by-

descent). Other point mutations in highly resistant alleles appear

to be contingent on the I1561V change, because they always

occur in combination. Alone, the I1561V change only provides

a slight increase in resistance (Geffeney et al. 2005), and amino

acid position 1561 is not thought to directly interact with TTX

(Fozzard and Lipkind 2010). However, the Ile-Val change could

modify pore structure in a way that disrupts interactions be-

tween TTX and other pore residues (Tikhonov and Zhorov 2011;

Toledo et al. 2016). It could also represent a permissible in-

termediate step towards resistance, which enables other muta-

tions that would otherwise disrupt channel function (e.g., Ortlund

et al. 2007). Unfortunately, the individual and combinatorial ef-

fects of changes in the DIV p-loop have not been functionally

evaluated.

Evidence from the NaV channels of other TTX-resistant taxa

implies that amino acid position 1561 does play an important

role in the mutational order of changes to the channel pore. For

example, a Thr-Ser change at the homologous position in the

NaV1.4 channel of toxic newt species is associated with TTX

resistance. This change is apparently ancestral to all newts (family:

Salamandridae) and preceded three other amino acid changes to

the DIV p-loop that confer even greater resistance to toxic modern

newts (Hanifin and Gilly 2015). Pufferfish in the genus Arothron

have an Ile-Met change at the homologous position in the NaV1.4a

channel (teleost fish have two NaV1.4 paralogs due to an ancient

genome duplication; Jost et al. 2008). In T. sirtalis, the NaV1.6

paralog expressed in the peripheral nervous system (PNS) has an

identical Ile-Val change at the same position, which apparently

arose in parallel with NaV1.4 and not due to gene conversion. This

change probably confers low levels of TTX resistance to PNS

channels, but the substitution is ancestral to all Natricines and

may not have initially evolved in response to TTX (McGlothlin

et al. 2014, 2016).

EVOLUTIONARY LOSS OF TTX RESISTANCE?

Our phylogenetic analysis indicated an unexpected evolutionary

loss of TTX resistance in the Intermountain clade (Fig. 4). If

TTX-resistant changes to the DIV p-loop do have detrimental

pleiotropic effects in the pore, selection could conceivably favor

a loss in populations of T. sirtalis that occur in allopatry with

toxic newts. Lee et al. (2011) used a cloned mammalian NaV1.4

channel to assess functional consequences of the single I1561V

change and the highly resistant California allele (I1561V plus

I1555L, D1568N, and G1569V) in the DIV p-loop. Both alleles

resulted in a shift in the voltage dependence of slow inactiva-

tion, which could ultimately cause an increase in cell excitability.

But, it is unclear if such shifts in biophysical properties actu-

ally perturb channel function or translate into fitness costs at the

organismal level. Brodie and Brodie (1999) found preliminary

evidence for a trade-off between whole-animal TTX resistance

and crawl speed in T. sirtalis from the Pacific Northwest (where

we found TTX-resistant DIV alleles). In our sample, we found

a recurrent pattern of heterozygote deficiency and high FIS val-

ues in the DIV p-loop of many populations (Table 1), which

could reflect selection for distinctly resistant and non-resistant

genotypes.

The SCN4A gene tree may accurately reflect an evolutionary

loss of TTX resistance, but we address two other alternatives. Due

to the high proportion of TTX-resistant individuals on the North-

west coast (e.g., Ten Mile and Benton), we found few homozygous

individuals with the ancestral DIV sequence (unlike the Califor-

nia hotspot, e.g., Willow Creek). More dense taxon sampling,

focused on individuals with the ancestral DIV sequence, could

help improve phylogenetic resolution and sequence reconstruc-

tion in the Pacific Northwest (i.e., Hillis 1998; Hanson-Smith

et al. 2010). For example, the tree topology could erroneously
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portray a loss of TTX resistance because our sample did not in-

clude genotypes that help root the Intermountain clade to ancestral

individuals at the base of the Northwest Coast clade. In an alter-

native scenario, if evolutionary loss of TTX resistance is possible,

the I1561V mutation could have instead evolved once in the an-

cestor of all western T. sirtalis, but then was lost twice in the Cal-

ifornia and Northwest Coast clades. Future studies should assess

the potential for an evolutionary loss of resistance in the NaV1.4

channel.

Conclusion
Evolution is ultimately dependent on the input of novel genetic

variation, but the mutations that actually contribute to adaptation

may be biased toward a predictable subset of possible alternatives.

In T. sirtalis, convergent genetic evolution of TTX resistance in the

NaV1.4 channel pore proceeded through the same mutational first

step, an I1561V change that apparently arose twice in the separate

hotpots. This repeated first step implies that molecular evolution in

the NaV1.4 channel follows a predictable set of rules, wherein an

outcome of TTX resistance cannot be achieved unless mutations

occur in a particular order within the DIV p-loop. Evolution is of

course not entirely deterministic, as we also found unique point

mutations in each hotspot.

A growing list of empirical studies point to the importance

of sequential order in the mutational route to adaptation. Increas-

ingly, context-dependent effects and intragenic epistasis are rec-

ognized as pervasive forces in protein evolution (Weinreich et al.

2005, 2006; Poelwijk et al. 2007; Breen et al. 2012; Natarajan

et al. 2013; Storz 2016). For example, in experimental evolution

of antibiotic resistance in E. coli, the functional consequences

of first-step mutations were strong determinants of the identity

and order of subsequent adaptive substitutions (Salverda et al.

2011). In vertebrate glucocorticoid receptors, the eventual evo-

lution of cortisol specificity depended on early permissive mu-

tations with characteristic biophysical properties (Ortlund et al.

2007; Bridgham et al. 2009; Harms and Thornton 2014). Thus, the

overall “predictability” of molecular evolution may ultimately de-

pend on patterns of contingency and epistasis that determine the

identity and order of amino acid substitutions (DePristo et al.

2005; Miller et al. 2006; Weinreich et al. 2006; Tokuriki and

Tawfik 2009).

In extreme cases, sign epistasis can cause a single substi-

tution to have opposing functional or fitness consequences in

different genetic backgrounds (Weinreich et al. 2005; Harms and

Thornton 2013; Shah et al. 2015; Storz 2016; Ono et al. 2017).

Unlike our results, Natarajan et al. (2015, 2016) found that con-

vergence in hemoglobin-oxygen affinity in high-altitude avian

species did not evolve through a repeated order of mutations to

hemoglobin. However, functional analysis showed that the effects

of individual mutations were still dependent on their genetic back-

ground. Molecular evolution was therefore unpredictable due to

lineage-specific patterns of intragenic epistasis. On the other hand,

closely related taxa are predicted to share similar genetic and de-

velopmental constraints due to their common genetic background

(Wake 1991; Arthur 2001; Yoon and Baum 2004; Losos 2011).

If mutations do exhibit context-dependent effects, then protein

evolution may be most predictable in closely related organisms,

such as populations of T. sirtalis that share a very similar NaV1.4

protein sequence. Although molecular evolution is deterministic

in both examples, hemoglobin and the NaV1.4 channel, change

may only be “predictable” in organisms that share similar genetic

backgrounds.
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